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Empathize
(Research/Investigate/Discover)

The empathy stage will focus on getting to know 
your audience on a deeper level. Using various 
research methods, you will better understand their 
needs and emotions to design the best solution. 
It is possible for your discoveries at this stage to 
lead you back to redefining the problem.

Empathize Methods: Interviewing, Surveying, 
Shadowing, Need Assessments 

Define
(Inspiration/Question)

Clearly defining the problem is essential to the 
design thinking process. During this stage, you 
ask questions like: What is the problem? Why 
is it a problem? Who does this problem affect? 
The answers to these questions will focus your 
attention on a specific issue and target audience. 

Define Methods: Cluster Ideas, Create a Point-of-
View for Target Audience

Test
(Reflect/Refine)

In this stage, the focus is on finding out what 
is working and changing what is not. Through 
reflection and user feedback, you will make 
improvements and adjustments. You will refine 
initial prototyped solutions over many iterations 
until it is ready to be shared.  

Test Methods: A/B Testing, Physical Models 

Share
(Engage/Inspire/Connect)

Share isn’t part of traditional design thinking, but 
it’s a terrific step to include in your own process! 

Share your solution with others outside of 
your work environment. Engage an expanded 
audience to spread the story of your work. Make 
connections to inspire curiosity and future work.  

Share Methods: Social Media Posts, Process 
Boards, Timelines, Video Blogs, Slide 
Presentations

Ideate
(Generate/Visualize)

Brainstorm, mindmap, storyboard, or list as many 
solutions as possible. All ideas in this stage are 
valid and should be heard—narrow potential 
solutions by combining and examining ideas. 
Utilize feedback to see different perspectives and 
gain insight. 

Ideate Methods: Brainstorm, Mindmap, Sketch 

Prototype
(Create/Build)

Building from your ideas, start creating the 
solution. The goal of this stage is to make a 
working prototype. A prototype is an initial 
model created to test your design solution. The 
prototype is not your finished product. 

Prototype Methods: LEGO® Prototypes, Physical 
Models, Sketches, Storyboards
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